Model-based development: combining engineering approaches and formal techniques

Tutorial on the RAISE language, method and tools

Model-based testing with spec#

Formal engineering for industrial software development - an introduction to the SOFL specification language and method

Tutorial: software model checking

Engineering quality software

When can formal methods make a real difference?

On the adoption of formal methods by industry: the ACL2 experience

A CLP approach to modelling systems

Multi-prover verification of C programs

Memory-model-sensitive data race analysis

Formal models for Web navigations with session control and browser cache

Managing verification activities using SVM

A general model for reachability testing of concurrent programs

A knowledge based analysis of cache coherence

A propositional logic-based method for verification of feature models

Deriving probabilistic semantics via the ‘weakest completion’

CSP representation of game semantics for second-order idealized algol

An equational calculus for alloy

Guiding spin simulation

Linear inequality LTL (iLTL): a model checker for discrete time Markov chains

Software model checking using linear constraints

Counterexample guided abstraction refinement via program execution

Faster analysis of formal specifications

Bridging refinement of interface automata to forward simulation of I/O automata

Learning to verify safety properties

Automatic extraction of object-oriented observer abstractions from unit-test executions

A specification-based approach to testing polymorphic attributes

From Circus to JCSP

An approach to preserve protocol consistency and executability across updates

A formal monitoring-based framework for software development and analysis

Verifying a file system implementation

Verifying the on-line help system of SIEMENS magnetic resonance tomographs

Implementing dynamic aggregations of abstract machines in the B method

Formal proof from UML models

Interactive verification of UML state machines

Refinement of actions for real-time concurrent systems with causal ambiguity

From durational specifications to TLA designs of timed automata

Timed patterns: TCOZ to timed automata